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Version 4.3.68 - May 11, 2017
 

 

This list consists of issues reported by or of interest to customers. It is not an exhaustive list of bug fixes.

New Additions

      No new features in this release

 

Changes

For Donor Discovery customers – when opening the record for a constituent who was part of a batch screening, viewing the constituent’s
detailed report will no longer incur an additional lookup.
The lookup of information on the Social Media profiles section will no longer display matches that the provider (Clearbit) deems to be
“fuzzy” – that is, less likely to be accurate. Our testing shows that this should not cause a significant reduction in the match rate since
very few results are flagged as “fuzzy” overall.

 

UI Fixes

In the Proposal creation screen, Schools/Units are now alphabetized properly.
In the Drawer, incomplete contact reports with long subject lines no longer overlap the “remove” button
In the Contact Report creation screen, searching for related proposals would sometimes cause the dropdown to go off the bottom of the
screen, making it unusable. This has been fixed by moving the search results above the field in cases where they would otherwise
exceed the size of the window.
Several charts and tables on the Appeals tab were not exporting properly.

 

Data Fixes

Deleting an officer from a contact report that listed multiple officers would cause a new active record to be created. This has been
resolved so that the existing record will be modified.
Drill-downs in the crosstab view for the new Generational Leader query now return correct data.
Inconsistencies in the viewport “Days Since Last Contact v Peer Group” have been resolved; this was caused by a discrepancy in
groupings (primary, secondary, all).
In some cases, inactive contact reports would display as overdue; this has been resolved by making only active contact reports display in
the alert area.
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